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The rich diversity of
plant species selected
for Le Nouvel Tower
was a departure from
other projects in which
usually less than ten
species are installed.
Blanc considers this a
new kind of botanical
garden in itself - the first
one in the world to be
completely dedicated to
climbing plants.
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suggests that those interested in building their own
vertical garden should arm themselves with a good

1. Le Nouvel, Kuala Lampur features the
highest vine biodiversity on a high-rise
building, with about 200 different climbing
plant species installed on the eight façades.
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My vertical gardens
go well with modern
digital features. This
contemporary mingling
can subconsciously
remind human beings
of their lost connection
with nature.

2-4. The Rainforest Rhapsody, a 2000-squarefoot ver tical green wall at Six Battery Road uses
120 species of plants native to Singapore and
the surrounding region.
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5 - 8. The green installations in Patrick
Blanc’s home.
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